To be able to convey context in one or two lines is the pinnacle of journalism.

Joann Lublin has mastered this technique. Well-versed in journalism, the 43-year Wall Street Journal veteran will come to TCNJ on November 30th to speak about, her new book, *Earning It*. Ms. Lublin is an expert on the mentalities and intrinsic rewards that drive the world's most powerful managers, yet also displays awareness of how environment can help characterize a leader. Through the interviews of 52 different female leaders, in *Earning It*, Ms. Lublin describes how businesswomen can overcome obstacles they face in the workplace.

In just the first few chapters, it is evident how Ms. Lublin uses writing to distinguish her numerous subjects, without detracting from their honesty and humanity. Lublin packs enough character into the encasplings to truly transport readers to the highrises, office, and social events where she engages her subjects. Ms. Lublin is incredibly adept at accenting her reports on her and the people she provides for. She's the First celebrates its Eighth Anniversary by Nataly Zaks

Only a couple of weeks ago, She's the First, started by a TCNJ alumna, celebrated its eighth anniversary. She's the First (STF) is a national organization, dedicated to sponsoring women's education in less-developed countries. STF's aim is not currently focused on directly sponsoring two girls, but rather to provide first-hand perspectives. When she meets them, a strategy that is vital to her approach in writing *Earning It*.

Instead of one-at-a-time profiles of each executive, Ms Lublin structures her chapters around different issues and topics. She then selects comments from each woman to provide first-hand perspectives. When *The Wall, Bear & Lion* spoke with Ms Lublin in October, she remarked that, “Finding the best stories to illustrate the points that need to be made is the challenge of journalism.” However, with so many women involved, it was important that the individual stories and messages didn’t become too tangled up. By injecting her own observations about each interviewee and their surroundings, Ms Lublin provides a center of gravity around which to construct her narrative.

She’s the First Celebrates its Eighth Anniversary by Nataly Zaks

Only a couple of weeks ago, She’s the First, started by a TCNJ alumna, celebrated its eighth anniversary. She’s the First (STF) is a national organization, dedicated to sponsoring women’s education in less-developed countries. STF’s aim is not just to create well-rounded and educated women, but to allow them to bring their newfound knowledge into their community. For example, a woman who learns municipal law and mathematics can read land deeds, and organize community building projects. In helping females receive an education (through providing housing, donating textbooks, etc.), STF is, in extension, helping society itself. A woman who completes secondary education on average earns 20% higher income than a woman who doesn’t, and has greater capability to add to the overall quality of life for her and the people she provides for. In addition, women with secondary education have, on average, two less children. Their children also tend to be healthier. After eight years, studies have shown that a sponsored woman also tends to have healthier relationships romantically and socially. Lublin references calculations of salaries and office square footage, and the number of women CEOs that found Fortune 500 companies — a statistic that reached a new high in summer 2017, with 32 females now helming major firms.

When asked about what she believes to be the largest developments for women in business since she wrote *Earning It*, Ms Lublin replies that this is the question that she has been most often asked in the recent months. “What have I learned about the state of working women by traveling around the country and talking about the book?”

To hear Ms Lublin’s response, come to the literary auditorium on November 30th, from 6:30 to 8:30. Honoring her destinations around the nation -- and her encounters at each with the businesswomen that she has inspired -- cannot be accomplished in only one or two lines.

---

PAGE 29: “Back in her high-ceilinged living room, Smith perched on the edge of a pale beige couch, ignoring the clutter from the kitchen, where her husband was whipping up pancakes for her sons.”

For the various times that each woman’s commentary appears throughout the book, Beyond the niche, vibrant settings that she conveys within her narratives, Ms Lublin herself has honed her news craft in some of the most prominent cities in the world. Her journalism career started in 1971 at The HSJ’s bureau in the culturally thriving San Francisco. It then led her to the socially tumultuous Chicago in 1973, and later to the pivoting political landscape in Washington D.C in 1979. By 1987, Ms Lublin had been appointed news editor in *The Journal’s* London Bureau, before returning stateside in 1990 to be a special senior writer at the publication’s New York City headquarters.

Today, Lublin is The Wall Street Journal’s management news editor. Her recent columns have explored topics such as how the White House’s proposed tax breaks would impact performance-based executive pay, and how General Electric’s government changes will alter its corporate culture. She often writes about leadership, and pens her “Your Executive Career” advice column in a style that carries the same practicality found within the pages of her book.

With that in mind, Ms. Lublin’s skill at scene-setting is just the beginning of her schol- arship in *Earning It*. In the book (see the review by Kacelyn DiGiammarino on Page A2) her examination of women in the workplace is centered in social psychology, politics, and extensive research on corporate dynamics. Lublin references calculations of salaries and office square footage, and the number of women CEOs that head Fortune 500 companies — a statistic that reached a new high in summer 2017, with 32 females now helming major firms.

When asked about what she believes to be the largest developments for women in business since she wrote *Earning It*, Ms Lublin replies that this is the question that she has been most often asked in the recent months. “What have I learned about the state of working women by traveling around the country and talking about the book?”

To hear Ms Lublin’s response, come to the literary auditorium on November 30th, from 6:30 to 8:30. Honoring her destinations around the nation -- and her encounters at each with the businesswomen that she has inspired -- cannot be accomplished in only one or two lines.

---

PAGE 54: “We met in her thirty-ninth floor office atop GM headquarters, a black-sheathed skyscraper with sweeping views of the Detroit River.”

She’s the First Celebrates its Eighth Anniversary by Nataly Zaks
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for the various times that each woman’s commentary appears throughout the book.

Beyond the niche, vibrant settings that she conveys within her narratives, Ms. Lublin herself has honed her news craft in some of the most prominent cities in the world. Her journalism career started in 1971 at The Wall Street Journal’s bureau in the culturally thriving San Francisco. It then led her to the socially tumultuous Chicago in 1973, and later to the pivoting political landscape in Washington D.C. in 1979. By 1987, Ms. Lublin had been appointed news editor in The Journal’s London Bureau, before returning stateside in 1990 to be a special senior writer at the publication’s New York City headquarters.

Today, Lublin is The Wall Street Journal’s management news editor. Her recent columns have explored topics such as how the White House’s proposed tax breaks would impact performance-based executive pay, and how General Electric’s government changes will alter its corporate culture. She often writes about leadership, and pens her “Your Executive Career” advice column in a style that carries the same practicality found within the pages of her book.

With that in mind, Ms. Lublin’s skill at scene-setting is just the beginning of her scholarship in *Earning It*. In the book (see the review by Kacelyn DiGiammarino on Page A2) her examination of women in the workplace is centered in social psychology, politics, and extensive research on corporate dynamics. Lublin references calculations of salaries and office square footage, and the number of women CEOs that head Fortune 500 companies — a statistic that reached a new high in summer 2017, with 32 females now helming major firms.

When asked about what she believes to be the largest developments for women in business since she wrote *Earning It*, Ms. Lublin replies that this is the question that she has been most often asked in the recent months. “What have I learned about the state of working women by traveling around the country and talking about the book?”

To hear Ms. Lublin’s response, come to the literary auditorium on November 30th, from 6:30 to 8:30. Honoring her destinations around the nation — and her encounters at each with the businesswomen that she has inspired — cannot be accomplished in only one or two lines.

---

PAGE 54: “We met in her thirty-ninth floor office atop GM headquarters, a black-sheathed skyscraper with sweeping views of the Detroit River.”

She’s the First Celebrates its Eighth Anniversary by Nataly Zaks

Only a couple of weeks ago, She’s the First, started by a TCNJ alumna, celebrated its eighth anniversary. She’s the First (STF) is a national organization, dedicated to sponsoring women’s education in less-developed countries. STF’s aim is not just to create well-rounded and educated women, but to allow them to bring their newfound knowledge into their community. For example, a woman who learns municipal law and mathematics can read land deeds, and organize community building projects. In helping females receive an education (through providing housing, donating textbooks, etc.), STF is, in extension, helping society itself. A woman who completes secondary education on average earns 20% higher income than a woman who doesn’t, and has greater capability to add to the overall quality of life for her and the people she provides for. In addition, women with secondary education have, on average, two less children. Their children also tend to be healthier. After eight years, studies have shown that a sponsored woman also tends to have healthier relationships romantically and socially.

I sat down with Sumayah, a junior English major, who is currently on the e-board of STF, as the social media publicist. Her reason for joining was the same as many of the other members of the chapter. She wanted to make a change, especially because of the recent presidential election. She informed me that the TCNJ chapter is currently focused on directly sponsoring two girls in Nepal, and that $400 can sponsor a full year of education for one of these girls. Through their various bake sales including “Bake a Change” and “Without Hermine” (held by the Harry Potter Club), the TCNJ chapter already has raised $400 in the past two months. Sumayah also told me about an exciting opportunity offered to the chapter in 2017. Being one of the colleges close to New York City, TCNJ’s chapter of STF was invited to the Woman of the Year awards, hosted by Glamour Magazine. This ceremony is hosted annually to honor “extraordinary and inspirational” women from a variety of fields and industries. Previous winners have included actresses Nicole Kidman and Laverne Cox, designer Donatella Versace, and even Daniel Radcliffe as the “Man of the Year.”

In the near future, She’s the First hopes that the women it sponsors, and the other women from the communities that they support, will also be celebrated for being extraordinary and inspirational.
Jared Kofsky:

NEW JERSEY, NEW BUSINESS

Officials in Newark and Trenton are seeking changes in local business districts, while construction on a major development in a Jersey City neighborhood has yet to begin.

While officials in two of New Jersey’s largest cities are planning to increase development and improve the appearance of storefronts in major business districts, a new restaurant has already closed in one of them while a proposed project in a nearby municipality has yet to begin construction. Here are some details behind these recent Garden State business headlines, as initially featured on JerseyDigs.com.

City officials in New Jersey’s capital want residents to know that more development could be coming near its third rail and light rail stations. The Trenton Department of Housing and Economic Development’s Planning Division held a public meeting at City Hall on November 15 in partnership with New Jersey Future and the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs.

The Trenton station is part of a project for neighborhoods surrounding the Trenton Transit Center, the Hamilton Avenue Station, and the Cass Street Station. Developers such as IHGG Development Associates and Ajax Development have already begun constructing new residential buildings and rehabilitating older ones in these communities. The most prominent of these projects is Roebling Lofts, which opened this spring in a former wire rope factory next to the Hamilton Avenue Station. The development is in the first stage of a new transit-oriented complex that is being constructed, called Roebling Center.

Residents and visitors who drive, walk, or take the bus through Newark’s downtown can prepare to see changes when traveling along Bloomfield, Clinton, South Orange, and Wilson Avenues. The Newark Community Economic Development Corporation has launched a facade improvement program in order to improve the appearance of storefronts in the North, East, West, and South Wards. According to the organization’s Executive Director Aisha Glover, updates that will be made to storefronts in the selected areas will include changes to existing signage, windows, and lighting, as well as overall building improvements. She explained that the selected locations are often overlooked, but are essential points of entry and exit to the city, adding that, “the program will directly impact community neighborhoods where Newarkers shop, dine, and play.”

The Bull, Bear & Lion
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FILM REVIEW

THE SOCIAL NETWORK

BY GEORGE SEITIS

It usually takes several decades for a film worthy of the description to be casually referred to as a “masterpiece.” With David Fincher’s 2010 film The Social Network, the accolades were not premature.

The Social Network follows the life of Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse Eisenberg) as he progresses from Harvard undergrad to billionaire Facebook CEO.

As an audience, we watch three nonlinear narratives unfold in a way that almost necessarily seem streamlined: the organic expansion of Facebook, and Zuckerberg’s dual lawsuits; one against fellow Harvard brothers Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss (both portrayed by Arnie Hammer) who are using him for theft of intellectual property, and the other against his friend and original Facebook CFO Eduardo Saverin (Andrew Garfield).

Thanks to both David Fincher’s meticulous direction and Aaron Sorkin’s talk, yet never-verbose screenwriting, the film is always lively. Fincher, of Fight Club, se7en, Zodiac, and Gone Girl fame, is notorious for being a perfectionist. He often will require numerous takes of the same scene just to get the collection right. Whereas some cast and crew members may have equated this to movie-making torture (it was rumored that the film’s opening six-minute conversation scene between Zuckerberg and his soon-to-be ex-girlfriend Erica Albright (Rooney Mara) was shot 96 times), this perfectionism ultimately pays off in the end; every scene is perfect. This concept of perfection-through-repetition is nothing new, as filmmakers such as Stanley Kubrick and Robert Bresson have been advocates for this technique (in a book entitled Notes on Cinematography, Robert Bresson argued that repeating takes allows actors to forget about the artificiality of the characters’ movements, freeing up mental space for them to further “become” their character). While Fincher is a major contributor to this outcome, many other players made essential contributions to make the film what it is.

This film is Aaron Sorkin’s brain child as much as it is Fincher’s. Sorkin, who also wrote A Few Good Men, Moneyball, and the television show The West Wing, clearly is no stranger to subjects and plots that are easier expressed verbally than visually. Luckily, Sorkin’s writing is rooted deeply in the ancient storytelling archetypes and traditions of Aristotle (Sorkin expounds his evangelism of Aristotle’s Poetics in many of his interviews), and here is nothing short of masterful. The film’s subject by itself is inherently story-worthy and modern; the fact that it is being brought to the screen around this obstacle to make the film not just about the creation of Facebook, but also about friendship, trust, and betrayal. These themes transcend just a plot about the revolution of social media.

David Fincher is known for his attention to detail, yet the technique itself is not new. The idea that it is all grinding up mental space for them to further “become” their character). While Fincher is a major contributor to this outcome, many other players made essential contributions to make the film what it is.

It usually takes several decades for a film worthy of the description to be casually referred to as a “masterpiece.” With David Fincher’s 2010 film The Social Network, the accolades were not premature. It's a film that is simultaneously entertaining, edifying, timely, and timeless.
Where did you grow up?
I grew up in China, in a city on the East coast near the hometown of Confucius.

How did you decide that you wanted to study Management?
I was interested in a lot of stuff, mostly literature, politics, and science. China has standardized tests to get into college, but I received a waiver for those tests and was selected because I specialized in foreign language. I was enrolled in a program where I studied international law for four years, and then I got another waiver for an exam to pursue a graduate degree, but in Management, at Peking University. That is how I switched from International Law to Management.

From studying in China, are there any noticeable differences in the way you see how the Chinese higher education system functions compared to the American higher education system?
I feel like that at the college level, the U.S. education system is more open. [Higher-education administrators] understand that there is a lot of uncertainty in the world, and there are a lot of ways to solve similar problems, versus in China, [where] we somehow emphasize efficiency more. Basically, the professor will show you the optimal way to solve the problem and that’s it. In that way, it’s hard to build creativity into students’ skills. Here, I think once you open the question, it allows students to think more. But I think in China, the upside is that students have a more solid foundation in their basic skills so they can solve the simple problems faster.

Was the transition from International Law to Management difficult, or was it an easy progression?
It was a good progression. My experience with international law and diplomacy really taught me a lot of things that my management classes did not teach me. When you think about laws and diplomacy, you think more about the equity, the dynamics and chemistry among people versus with [managing] people, you emphasize more efficiency and profitability. But in great businesses, you see a balance of both. I think my experience in diplomacy gave a me a far better understanding of people.

Did you work elsewhere before coming to TCNJ?
Yes, I worked at Wharton for six years, including my post-Doc.

What did you do at Wharton?
I was first there for my post-Doc doing research on entrepreneurship and family businesses, and then I started teaching management and venture capital. I also taught entrepreneurship.

Which one of those was your favorite to teach?
Venture capital.

How did you get involved in venture capital and entrepreneurship?
I started talking with people in venture capital and working on a startup myself. Entrepreneurship is basically the other side of venture capital. Venture capital is the capital side, and entrepreneurship is the business side. I had a lot of students who wanted to start their own companies and who pitched ideas to me, and so I had a lot of exposure to the issues entrepreneurs have. And then I was asked to teach an entry level entrepreneur course [at Wharton].

What tips do you have for students going into management, entrepreneurship, or anything that you have taught?
I think management and entrepreneurship are two different paths, but with management, I think the most important thing you have to realize for managing people is that you have to understand people well. You have to understand people on an individual level and a collective level. I would say having a foundation in psychology or sociology would definitely help you to understand people better, and then you can build a managerial skillset. For entrepreneurship, that’s totally something different, especially in today’s environment. You definitely need strong people skills, but I also think you need to understand the customer well; you need to understand technology well. Understanding the customer allows you to know what problems need to be solved; the understanding of technology allows you to know what things you can do to solve the problem.

What is one skill you believe all business students should have?
I would say people skills.

What’s the best approach to improving people skills?

What is your favorite part about teaching?
Case discussions. I really enjoy discussing real world cases with students in class.

What is your favorite part about teaching?
When you think about laws and diplomacy, you think more about the equity, the dynamics and chemistry among people versus with [managing] people, you emphasize more efficiency and profitability. But in great businesses, you see a balance of both. I think my experience in diplomacy gave a me a far better understanding of people.

What tips do you have for students going into management, entrepreneurship, or anything that you have taught?
I think management and entrepreneurship are two different paths, but with management, I think the most important thing you have to realize for managing people is that you have to understand people well. You have to understand people on an individual level and a collective level. I would say having a foundation in psychology or sociology would definitely help you to understand people better, and then you can build a managerial skillset. For entrepreneurship, that’s totally something different, especially in today’s environment. You definitely need strong people skills, but I also think you need to understand the customer well; you need to understand technology well. Understanding the customer allows you to know what problems need to be solved; the understanding of technology allows you to know what things you can do to solve the problem.

What is one skill you believe all business students should have?
I would say people skills.

What’s the best approach to improving people skills?

What is your favorite part about teaching?
Case discussions. I really enjoy discussing real world cases with students in class.

What tips do you have for students going into management, entrepreneurship, or anything that you have taught?
I think management and entrepreneurship are two different paths, but with management, I think the most important thing you have to realize for managing people is that you have to understand people well. You have to understand people on an individual level and a collective level. I would say having a foundation in psychology or sociology would definitely help you to understand people better, and then you can build a managerial skillset. For entrepreneurship, that’s totally something different, especially in today’s environment. You definitely need strong people skills, but I also think you need to understand the customer well; you need to understand technology well. Understanding the customer allows you to know what problems need to be solved; the understanding of technology allows you to know what things you can do to solve the problem.

What is one skill you believe all business students should have?
I would say people skills.

What’s the best approach to improving people skills?
Women do not face any obstacles in business; women face reality. This was the message delivered at the Pennsylvania Conference for Women last month, and, Earn It, by Joann Lublin, is a book that meets this same reality head-on. Page by page, Lublin explores the contemporary corporate environment and offers practical advice for future executives and businesswomen. She does so through the stories of female leaders who have shaken the corporate world in ways that are as inspiring as they are impressive.

Lublin’s background as a journalist shines through as she seamlessly strings together the stories of 52 women. In a writing style uniquely her own, she articulates the journeys of each executive: each with their own impressive amount of grit and resiliency, and each with a stubborn unwillingness to admit defeat when confronted with career adversity. Each with an authentic confidence and a charisma that seems to go unmatched. Each with her own emotional intelligence and persistent passion; and each with relentless courage in her convictions.

Driven by the desire to educate her daughter who was entering the workforce, Lublin wrote Earn It as a way to evoke understanding of what she had gone through early in her own career. But the issues she brings to the forefront are ones that are still all too prevalent today. Lublin illuminates problems such as that of imposter syndrome: a woman’s fear about being labeled as a phony because she feels that she does not belong in a high-powered position. This worry is rampant among competent, successful people with unusually high fears of failing or of making mistakes. Confronting this self-doubt is paramount to a woman being able to embrace herself and her capabilities. “We can only be diminished if we choose to allow it,” says Carly Fiorina, former CEO of Hewlett-Packard. Sometimes a woman’s biggest barrier is the voice in her head telling her she does not belong, proving that internal obstacles can be just as gripping as the external ones.

So often the differences in the perception of male and female performance create problems. Problems such as that of the double bind—the expectation that female leaders should be collaborative, caring, and helpful rather than decisive and assertive—skew which traits are typically used to describe men, and which traits are used to describe women. This perception dissonance results in biases that alter the standards by which we measure and evaluate female performance. Women in management positions are often faced with the choice between either being liked or being perceived as competent. Robin Ely, professor at Harvard Business School, notes that, “If I act like a leader, I am violating the gender stereotype. And if I act like a woman, I am violating the leadership stereotype.”

Nevertheless, Lublin does a remarkable job of not just addressing these problems, but of also providing tractable tactics to push past them. She equips her readers with the tools needed to meet today’s workplace reality with confidence and vigor through sharing the struggles and successes of women who themselves have conquered the diversity divide. By reaching the executive suite, these women in turn reaped noticeable and measurable results for their businesses and their investors.

Pick up Earn It to learn lessons from 52 top female business executives, including: Mary Barra
CEO, General Motors
Fortune’s Most Powerful Woman, 2017
Sandra Peterson
Group Worldwide Chairman, Johnson & Johnson
Oversees divisions worth $4B

The BB&L thanks
Nicole Beagain, School of Business Communications Specialist
&
Aury Ciufuentes, President, Women in Business
for their help on this edition and event!
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